
Phantom Black
MZH

clean Blue
T9U

White crystal
PGU

Blue ocean
UU9

sleek silver
RHM

Green aPPle
VE9

veloster red
P9R

Bronze
ZBF

sonic silver
N9S

leather Grey  GLS Woven  GL tricot  GLS leather  OPT

Black + red  colour PackaGe leather Black + mesh raschel red

leather Black  GLS Woven  GL tricot  GLS leather  OPT

Dimensions

leg room (mm) Front / rear 1,062(1,112) / 846(780)

head room (mm) Front / rear 1,014 / 959

shoulder room (mm) Front / rear 1,364 / 1,356

hip room (mm) Front / rear 1,304 / 1,198

minimum ground clearance (mm) 147

Engine Gamma 1.4 CVVT Gamma 1.6 CVVT U-II 1.6 VGT

engine type Gasoline diesel

displacement (cc) 1,396 1,591 1,582

max. Power (ps / rpm)
108 / 6,300 

(107 / 6,300 in middle east)
124 / 6,300 128 / 4,000

max. torque (kg.m / rpm)
13.9 / 5,000 

(13.8 / 5,000 in middle east)
15.9 / 4,200 26.5 / 1,900~2,750

Bore x stroke (mm) 77 x 74.99 77 x 85.44 77.2 x 84.5

electrical system
alternator 13.5v 90a 12v 120a

starter 12v 0.9kW 12v 1.7kW

Suspension

Front mcPherson strut type with coil spring

rear ctBa (coupled torsion Beam axle)

•  some of the equipment illustrated or described in this leaflet may not be supplied as standard equipment and may be available at extra cost.
•  hyundai motor co. reserves the right to change specifications and equipment without prior notice.
•  the colour plates shown may vary slightly from the actual colours due to the limitations of the printing process.
•  Please consult your dealer for full information and availability on colours and trims.
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5Door



Wonder becomes Wonderful

Style, technology, safety – it’s easy to recognise what makes the Accent such a head-

turning compact car. Now here’s the hatchback version to build on the credentials, 

offering all you need when it comes to load-carrying practicality. Lift the tailgate and it all 

becomes clear: the flexibility and convenience that comes with 1,345ℓ of luggage 

capacity when rear seats are fully folded. (370ℓ when unfolded, VDA) Letting you 

transport your gear with ease, and opening up the leisure-time possibilities.

Eco Driving for a safer, healthier planet.

As you’d expect, the new Accent’s emission figures are also compact. 

As little as 139 grams of CO2 per kilometre. 

A car for tomorrow, today.

139CO2



A. supervision cluster
The supervision cluster, with its circular rev counter 

and speedometer, is illuminated with white and blue 

backlighting for optimum clarity and readability. 

Providing vehicle information through both sight and 

sound, no-nonsense functionality combines with 

sporting elegance.

B. Full auto air conditioner
Available as an option, full auto air conditioning lets 

the driver select one climate level setting and the 

passenger another. Just set the desired temperature 

and let the system take care of the rest-ensuring a 

customized interior climate that is fully comfortable 

and cozy for everyone on board.

60/40 folding seat Full folding seat

From the driver seat of the new Accent 

you can operate a Bluetooth-enabled 

mobile phone without having to take your 

hands off from the steering wheel.

Bluetooth hands free phone calls 
& steering wheel remote control

The interior of the 5-Door Accent embodies two key modern automotive 

characteristics: technology and space. The on-board computer in the supervision 

cluster is just one of the high-tech elements built into dashboard. Generous leg, 

head and shoulder room combines with logical and ergonomic positioning of 

controls, dials and instrumentation. And at the back, to make the most of the room, 

the rear seats fold flat.

Your kind of interior A B

Staying in touch means being able to talk to friends and colleagues whenever you want to. 

With Bluetooth functionality, you can make and receive phone calls hands-free through the 

car’s stereo system, keeping things safe and convenient. 

Bluetooth hands free system



5.9

Anti-lock Brake System (ABS) 6 Airbags

Fuel economy is the defining goal of any vehicle 

that aspires to combine affordability with 

performance.

A. Automatic transmission
With the oil pressure varying for smoother shifting, 

the 4-speed automatic transmission offers highly 

responsive, sporty acceleration.

B. manual transmission
5 / 6 speed manual gearbox provides smooth, 

noiseless gearshifts thanks to a key and ball-type 

synchromesh, optimised gear tooth shape and 

precision machining. 

(6-speed not available in Middle East Region)

Gamma engines
Lightweight to enhance fuel economy, a Gamma 1.4 

CVVT engine produces a maximum 108ps at 6,300rpm 

(107ps at 6,300rpm in Middle East Region), while a 

Gamma 1.6 CVVT engine produces a maximum 124ps 

at 6,300rpm. The diesel alternative, a 1.6 VGT unit, 

produces a maximum 128ps at 4,000rpm.

A B

Drive the new Accent, and immediately, you’re struck by the quiet ride, the generous 

interior space and the abundance of up-to-the-minute technology. You’ll notice 

something else too: the fuel gauge hardly drops. That’s because Hyundai engineers 

have devised one of the most fuel efficient engines there is, one that takes only 5.9 

litre of fuel burned to run 100km. (in case of 1.4 MT) 

engineered for exceptional driving


